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Resolution on the Importance of Reprivatizing NYRA 
as a Not-for-Profit Corporation 

 

Whereas the legislation creating a “temporary reorganization board” under public control, in 2012, put a 

three year limit on its tenure and Governor Cuomo stated  that “government shouldn’t be in the racing 

business long-term”; 

Whereas the legislation charged the NYRA reorganization board with restoring the public trust, 

accountability and transparency to the racing industry so that New York can continue to offer one of the 

most exciting, enjoyable, and safe horse racing experiences in the nation; 

Whereas the NYRA reorganization board hired a new CEO in 2013; generated a $1.5 million operating 

surplus excluding VLT revenues in 2014 for the first time in 13 years; and has implemented a range of 

new policies to improve the safety of horses as well as the housing for backstretch workers; 

Whereas New York State Thoroughbred breeders had 1,603 live foals in 2014 up 31% from 2011 and the 

New York Horse Racing and Agricultural Alliance  has demonstrated that horse racing has a $2.13 billion 

annual economic impact to New York State and is responsible for 17,400 jobs throughout the racing, 

agriculture, and tourism industries in New York State; 

Whereas the Saratoga Race Course is the most successful race course in North America as well as 

renowned internationally as host to America’s best Thoroughbred Horse racing; 

Whereas in Saratoga County and the Capital Region the Saratoga Race Course had a total economic 

impact of 3,500 jobs, $84 million in earnings, and $237 million in sales in 2014 up from an estimated 

$211 million in 2011; 

Whereas the current temporary and transitional status of the Reorganization Board means that long-

term decisions are being delayed on such important issues as; growing the fan base, establishing a 

global betting exchange, the future of Aqueduct and Belmont, and how VLT funds for Capital 

improvements at all three NYRA race tracks shall be used for the best interests of all stakeholders; 

Whereas the short-term focus of management decisions are now focused on cost-cutting and raising 

prices which is not being favorably received by fans, owners, breeders, and community leaders , and 

there is growing concern within the breeding industry that investing in New York State should be 

discouraged until a new not-for-profit corporation is put in charge; 

Whereas a not-for-profit corporation is best suited to build upon the success of the publicly controlled 

temporary reorganization board because it will seek to balance earning a profit with being community 

focused and respectful of the traditions that make the Saratoga Race Course, in particular, a vital driver 

of our region’s economy and our quality of life; 
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Whereas a not-for-profit corporation board to manage and operate all three tracks must be designed to 

include the voices and representation of key stakeholders and the local race track host communities, 

and that this board must also continue to be carefully and completely monitored by New York State as 

governed by the franchise agreement awarded to NYRA in 2008 in order to ensure accountability that 

will sustain the public’s trust; 

We, the Concerned Citizens for Saratoga Racing, do hereby call upon the Governor, the New York State 

Senate, the New York State Assembly, and the NYRA Reorganization Board to live up to the promise 

made to New York’s citizens and to adopt a plan to return all Thoroughbred racing operations to a 

reorganized not-for-profit NYRA by the end of 2015 or sooner. 


